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When any new accelerator or storage ring is built

that advances the state of the art, the diagnostic
system becomes extremely important in :uning the
facility to full specification. This paper will dis-
cuss the various diagnostic devtces planned or under
constructionfor the PSR and their connection into the
control system.

The PSR Control System

The PSR is a major new facility at LAMPF. The
beamline, Line O, provides a short, high-intensit
burst of protons to the Heapons Neutron Research (WNRY
spallation neutron source. The nature of most of the
experiments at the neutron source is such that the
neutron pulse length determines the energy resolution.
As bea,,lis taken directly from LAMPF, this length also
determines the total, time-averaged neutron flux and
hence the signal-to-noise ratio of the experiments.
Thus the setting of the existing WNR facility is a
compromise betwer?n resolution and signal strength.,,.
The PSR will remove this compromise by accumulating
LMIPF beam for up to 750 us, a complete LAMPF
cycle, and then delivering the accumulated charge with
a time structure suitable for the experiment. The
overall gain is dependent on the particular experi-
ment, but usually it will be over two orders of magni-
tude. Figure 1 shows the PSR In some detail.

The existing controls for Line D and WNR consist
:: ~t single computer with %950 channels connected

. The new PSR control system’-’ will take
over these channels and will add %1500 new chan-
nels. However, the controls problem does not scale
with channels. The PSR adds a new dimension of com-
plexity to the facility, and the machine physicists
and the operators need much more help than the @nist-
ing controls system on WNR can give. WNR has been
operational for some years, and the PSR is due to take
first beam in April 1985.
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Requirements

PSR control system’s overall requirements are
the system must provide the operator with
tull and responsive facilities for bringing
on-line all the equipmnt that makes up the
PSR;
the system must automatically monitor equip-
ment for normal operation and report excep-
tions to the operator;
the system must present information to the
operator about the current state of the PSR,
or any selected section, in an easily under-
stood fwm;
the system must maintain a log of significant
events; and
the system must be flexible enough to add new
equipments and channels :asily, as well as
to add new programs for operator interaction.

These requirements specify two kinds of process-
ing required of the computers in the system. The
first kind is single-word input/output (1/0) process-
ing associated with reading v&luI?sfrom and wrtting
them to the interfaces connecting the PSR’S equipnwnt
to the control computers. This task also will include
SiMPle routine conversions and range checks, and the
magnitude of the task scales with the amount of equip-
ment and number of chann?ls. The second kind f proc-
essing relatss to the provision for operator inter-
action, and the magnitude of this task scales with the
number of operators and their activity.

The choice of microprocessors for the first task
and a computer system for the second task is a natural
one, To simplify the software developnmt, the micro-
processors and the computer were chosen from a compat-
ible range and are Oigital Equipment Corporation (OEC)
LSI 11/23’s runn~ng RSY 11S and a VAX 11/750 running
VAX/VMS. Thus the LSI 11/23’s are memory-only systems
that are down-line loaded from the VAX 11/750.

The thirndrequirement calls for not lnly a con-
nection ta all the power supplies, etc., but also
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Ftg. 1.
Proton storage ring schematic.
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suitable, well-placed diagnostics in the beamlines and
the storage ring that are connected into the control
system. These diagnostics present extra r$allenges
to the software designers because invariably they are
more complex than power supplies, vacuum systems, etc.
The second half of this paper will examine this asp?ct
in more detail.

For many reasons, CA!4ACwas chosen as the inter-
face system between the computers and mtcroprocesst%
of the control system and the equipment of the PbR.
This is also an excellent choice for the diagnostics
because of the wide range of suitable CAMAC plug-ins
available on themarkct. Nothing in the design of the
software o“ hardware of the system preclud?s the use
of other interfacing systems, for example, IEEE 488,
where appropriate. A recent analysis of the software
overhead, hardware costs, and performance show,?dthat,
qlven the communicationsneeds of the system, s serial
CA14ACsystem was the best choice for the cormnunica-
tions between the VAX 11/750 and the LSI 11/23’s.

-hteiled Hardware Description

Figure 2 shows schematically the hardware of the
system, which is located in several buildings. The
computer-related items on the two operator consoles
are six color-graphics displays with touch screens,
tw?lve computer-assignable knobs, and a conventional
computer terminal. The remainder of the console is
taken up with oscilloscopes, TV monitors, and other
dedicated instrumentation. Although the touch screens
and color-graphics systems are corrvnercialproducts
interfacedto the VAX 11/750 Unibus, the prograrnnable
knob units are being constructed in-house and are
interfacedthrough CAMAC modules. These devices make
up the main hardware of the operator Interface with
the control system. The console consists of ten bays
isrrangedto form two operator consoles and one single-
bay alarm console.
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Fiv. 2.
PSR Control system hardwarn.

The CAMAC driver on the VAX is a powerful inter-
face with extensive direct-memory access (oMA) facil-
ities, and it has a software driver under VMS, the VAX
operating system. As can be seen in Fig. 2, the seri-
al highway from the VAX 11;750 controls the CAMAC
crates in which are munted the LSI 11/23 micro-
processors. One component of the LSI 11/23 system is
a module that g;ves CA$lACaccess to the Q-bus of the
LSI 11/23. It is this module and tt,eOIA facilities
of the CAMAC driver that allow the VAX 1’//750to keep
databases up to date with minimum VAX software over-
head and almost no LSI 11/23 software overhead. Both
processors also are able to interrupt the other by
CAMAC Look-at-Me (LAM) interrupts.

There are five such LSI 11/23’s planned, includ-
ing one for development, and each will have a serial
highway of its own to connect its CAMAC crates. These
crates hold the CN4AC plug-ins th~: c~mnect to the
equipment of the designated area for .,,eLSI 11/23. A
watct:dogsystem in each LSI 11/23 crate will ensure
that if a fau?t occurs in the LS1 11/23, the run
permit for the PSR will be dropped within 1 s. The
LSI 11/23 and its associated CAMAC system is termed
an InstrumentationSub-system (1SS); the “PSR Passive”
1SS is the shaded a:ea in Fig. 2.

Presently, there is one LSI 11/23 allocated to
act as the ‘Diagnostics” 1SS. However, some cliagnos-
tic devices are better placed on the CAMAC serial
highway of the VAX and controlled directly by the VAX.
Another diagnostic is in fact controlled by an 8085
microprocessor, and this ccwwnunicatesdirec~ly with
the VAX like any 1SS.

Oata in the System

In the control system, data exist in one of four
forms. Bi~ary data we used to represent two-valued
inputs and outputs, such as or or off. Analogue
integer data represent 1/0 values that are c(,ered by
an integer in the rangf!-32 000 to +32 000. Analogue
real data are used for’all other single-valued chann-
els. Finally, analogue vector’ channels ~re used
where an array of integers is required, for example,
to specify a waveform. Each of these forms can be in
a number of different types:
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Interface units--the value in primary S1
units at the tront paoe] of the CAMAC or
IEEE 488 unit.
Hardware units--the bit pattern read or writ-
ten across the 1/0 bus,
1/Ounits--hardware units modified to a legal
PDP/11 and VAX/n data type (ttm?form in
which data are stored in the run-time data-
base).
Engineering units--value in me~ningful units
‘:0 an operator; for example, pounds per
square inch, arnperos,degreas Celsius.
Physics units--value converted to a higher
level unit that in some cases iS a more mean-
ingful indicationof the physics of the prJc-
ess; for example, tesla.
IVOCOSS Units--hiah-lekel units that Cd,’not
directly translct~ to a single 1/0 channai,
for example, tuna,

Not stown on the diagram of the software, Fiy. 3,
is that the conversion b~tween 1/0 units and enyineer-
in or ph sits units is carried out b a conv@rslon
mo~ule. { {his module has coded into t the various
required algorithms and has access to the run-time
database to obtain the parameter’sneeded for each
conversion.

O~tailtd Softwcre Oescriptlon———.. .

The overall software has been broken down in:o a
number of module$, each havina a well-defined function
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Fig. 3.
PSR control system software.

and a clear intarface to the rest of the system. In
fact, the modularity of the software reflects that of
the hardm~re, allowing ease and flex~blllty In maki~g
changes. The modules are defined so that

. one or more modules make up a program or
task;

, tdeally, each module should be less than one
month’s work to code and test; and

, the intermodule ~nterface Is chosen to isrJ-
late future changes.

The first step was to isolate in a sfn le data-
+base all information that relates to the n vldval

efautpmantand $ts associated chdnnels. The fnforn,e-
tlon in this database is held tn an ASCII file @esta-
blishedandma~ntained usin a DEC product, DATATRIEVE.

!DATATRIEVE allows easy ma ntenance of a database and
easy-to-usesorting of the data and report writing,

From this database Is generated a machln~ ofii-
cient, run-t~me Control (COOL) database. It i% thl$
database that ex~s Kmaln memory of the VAX 11/750
and the LSI 11/23’s, and chat which the pru rams
reference. As an enample, !the address of a AMAC
PIU -fn will take sgvaral ASCII charactws {n separatm

!fie ds tn the ASCII database from which the run-time
d“tabase generation program will produce packed binary
addresses. The format of the packed addr~ss wtll be
d~f!ned by the CAMAC coupler, so that It can be used
directly at run-time. lhe run-time databasu g@nora-
tlon ~lso wIII produce any data *,ablesroquir~d by
indtv~dual programs or t&sks, Thu% the generation of
a new database w{lI at I@ast mean roltnking much of
the system,

Figure ? :hows schematically the
ware layers. 6enerally, theLSI 11/23
ligent 1/0 controllers to the VAX 11/7!
VAX 11/750 to carry out operator-reque’

At the center of the VAX 11/750
COOL database that is referenced thra
tines tc isolate the datailed structu
bdSe. On tOp Of the access VOUtine
other modules of the system.

The CcsnnandModule is responsible
action with +J!e operator to assign
specific operator-interaction progrcm
responsible for keeping track of co!
This is the module that cases up first
when the system is started.

The Knob Module is responsible fo
assignments, taking knob input, and mi
spending changes in the COOL diitabase
tains the on?-line displayon the knob

The Alarm Module Is responsible
the alarm screen and the log o? s!gI
Each channel, soft or hard, will hav
limits associ~ted with it. Warning (
are self-explanatory, but the log-by-
are less clear. These deftne a delta
input channel is more than this delt
logged value, the new value is logge
and date. For control channelz, thes,
mum range, normal ranga, and maxfmum r

The Data Migrator ensures that 1
and the flags that indicate changes ~
between the VAX 11/750 and the indivia
For this the CAMAC system Is used as d

Although all the above are sin$
Procers Modules are many and varied.
the expansion takes place, and the sy
to the particular needs of the PSR.
Modules are started by the Ccsmnand
request of the operator. Tne running
have full access to the graphics devi
sole and the C~! database, which 1!
twuts from tha tcuch screens. Thus
information on the state of ofl:het:’
trol uf the PSR equ~pment.
Modules that the f!exibi’lityof the S)

The next layer of tho software
systum, VAX/VMS, through whtch oes a
with the real world, \For t Is r
includns the 1/0 drtvers adjed for
!.exidatacolor-graphics system.

F~nally cuaas the Cper6tor Inter
consnuntcationslaytr, which reprtsent
tions of thekAX 11/750,

There art two fundamental dtffer{
VAX 11/750 software lsyout aud the LS
}ayout. The first is that the RSX 11
ternIs used cnly for task m~nagement
management. This gives rise to the
representation of the software. The !
is thai, as shown, theVAX li/750 has
the L51 11/23 COOL datatme. This Is
in somarespects,’because thb VAX 11/1
has control access to the Data #
LS1 11/23 to ansure that the LSI 11,
on the changed data.

lncut channels are hundld diffe
put channels by th~ 1SS. Twc ioftwi
1AM Nodule and the Hardware Read@r,
for onsurlng that the COOL database if
tn the 1SS are up-to-date. The LAM
for 1/0 plug-ins that are interrup~
whertas tha Mardwar@ Reader does tl
timed kwis. All the other softwm
input dotm from the COOL database.



The SurveillanceModule is responsible for check-
ing input data against specified limits and reporting
exceptions to the Alarm Module in the tiAX 11/750
through the COOL database.

All changes to be made to equipment parameters
must bt .de through an Equipment Module, which is a

separate )gram for each set of equipment. This
module cat heck input channels in the COOL database
and apply e change in a manner specific to that
equipment. lis allows checks to be programed into
the system t~ insure safe and correct operation. The
Equipment Moduir also implements soft channels. These
channels do not relate directly to a single hardware
channel, but to two or more channels io a specific
way. A simple example might be the on-off control of
an equipment where a single soft on-off channel might
be translated by the equipment module into a pulse
O@Ut on one Of two binary OUtput channels.

All access to tke 1/0 plug-ins by the LSI 11/23’s
is through the Hardware modules and the Interface
Modules. These modules are designed to hide the dif-
ferences between, for example, 1/0 plug-ins of similar
function but different detailed design. Thus the code
in an Equipment Module need only reflect the type of
1/0, not the details of the actual 1/0 plug-in used.
The Hardware Module also has no need to know the
details of how the 1/0 bus is connected to the com-
puter, but rather it issues calls in terms of the 1/0
bus (CAMAC, IEEE 488 etc.) to the Interface Module
that localizes the code reflecting the actual connec-
tion of these buses. To illustrate: if a pair of
wires bringing a O- to 1O-V signal to a CAMAC plug-in
were to be moved tc a similar IEEE 488 unit, all that
would need changing would be the run-time database.

gignostics Interfacingfor the PSR

Beam-Position-MonitorSystem

This system has already been described in some
detail elsewhere.s It consists of a large number
of detection units with an rf multiplexer system to
select the lmit of tnterest. The output of the multi-
plexer is th?n proc~:ssedby rf signal-processingelec-
tronics that provides an X- and Y-position signal to
two fast analogue-to-digitalconverters as well as a
beam-present signal, Some further linearization of
the signal is then requtred before the two X- and
Y-positionsof the centroid of the beam are obtained.

The detectors used consist of four pickup plates
equispaced around antijust inside the beam pipe. As
such, they do not intercept the beam and so give a
nondestruct~veread-out of the beam position.

To control the timing and sequenc~ng of data
acquisition and take account of the operating modes
of the PSR, a microprocessor system hds been imple-
mented based on an Intel 8085. This has two control
ports. One Is an RS 232 port that allows an exerciser
to operate the systam locally for initial sutup and
trouble-shooti!lg.The second port is a 16-bit paral-
lel port connected to the VAX 11/750 computer. Th~$
second port Is implementedwith consnarcial16-bit FIFO
1/0 CAMAC units, In addition, there are separate sig-
nals to allow the 8085 to interrupt the VAX to indt-
cate that there ‘;sa message in th? input FIFO and to
allow the VAX to initialize the 8085. Thus, rather
iike the LS1-11/23’s, the comunicatirms are CAMAC
based although they are message orientated. The 8085
therefore can be looked on as a single-purpose 1SS as
far as ihe hardwm’e is concerned.

when it comes to the software, the Process Module
that is called by tho operator to handle the beam-
position-monitorsystem communicates dtrectlywlth the
system throu h the CAJt\Cdrfver in the VAX. Messages

?have been de inad that ca~se the 8085 to set the vari-
ous delays and multiplexer and collect position data.

Uhen all the requested data are collected, the 8085
places a message in the input FIFO and sets a CAKAC ,
LAM so that the Process Module in the VAX will be
started, will read the data, and will present it to
the operator.

The high speed of the AOC’S allows the collection
If a large amount of data from a single detector dur-
ing one cycle of the PSR. However, the delays
involved in resett!ng the multiplexer and the asso-
ciated delay sett:ngs preclude tcking data for more
than one detector in a single cycle, and thus some of
the cqjmnandsto the system can take from a consider-
able fraction of a second to several.seconds to com-
plete. depending on the repetition rate of the PSR as
well as on the actual corrsnand.

The current status of the beam-position-monitor
system is that the final details of the timing and the
i~AXinterface are being worked on, and it will then be
ready for installation.

Beam-Profile Monitor~ ~ Harps

The harp mits consist of an X-Y grid of wires
that is placed in the beam-transport lines. The cur-
rent on each wire is proportional to the integrated
intensity of the beam along the wire. Thus, measuring
the charge collected in one cycle of the PSR on all
the wires gives ?m X- and Y-profile of the beam. The
resolution of this profile depends on the spacing of
the w!res, and the sensitivity depends on the thick-
ness of the wirw and the noise in the electronics.

The harps will perturb the beam, especially in
the injection line where they will cause the beam to
be partially stripped from H- to protons. For this
reason, the harps are introduced into the beam only
when a measurement is needed. In the storage ring
itself, the high circulating charge precludes the use
of harps.

The read-out of harp wires will be by specially
constructed multiplexer, The input stage of the
multiplexer has a sufficiently high impedmce that
over a cycle of the PSR It will integrate the accumu-
lated chlrge. After a cycle of the PSR, the multi-
p“lexerswI1l cycle through the 32 X and 32 Y wires and
provide ar,output voltage and trigger pulse for an ADC
to digitize the beam profile. This ADC will bc oper-
ated by the diagnostics 1SS and Lhe results will be
migrated to the VAX in the normal way. In this case,
connands to irlserta harp, make a measurement, aCjust
the gains of th? AOC, etc, will be normal output or
control channels to the 1SS.

Loss Monitors

These monitors are designed to study the b~am
spill at various positions alcwq the transport lines
and storage ring. The actual monitors are mounted on
the walls of the tunnel and consist cf l-pint can<
filled with Nuclear Enterprises sc{ntillator 235A
viewed by an RCA 4552 photf)tube. The amplifier elec-
tronics has two outputs, The first allows the loss
to be seen on an oscilloscope us a function of time
and the second !s connected to a gated analogLe to
digital converter so that the loss as a functton of
time can be recorded by the Control System. This will
be done b the dia nostics 1SS and the result then is
migrated {o the VA! in the normal way.

Activation Protection Monitors——

These monftors are the same as the Loss Monitors
but the @electronicsdiffer. The amplifiers have a
longer time constant than the Loss Monitors and the
output is cowpared with a preset trip level. If the
level is exceeded, the output will activate a fast-
protect system so as to clther stop injection or
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rapidly dump the stored beam, depending on the time
and location of the trip. The fast-protect system is
quite separate from the control system, although the
cont~ol system is able to read out the inputs that
caused a fast-protect trip. Each new cycle of LANPF
and the PSR will attempt to reset fast protect. The
Activation Protection electronics provides a dc output
that is proportional to the average loss expressed as
a percentage of the trip level. The Activation Pro-
tection monitors are used to regulate the spill budget
cf the facility. As zuch, each nionitorwill be set to
A trip level appropriOt? to its location.

Phosphor Screen

One insertable phosphor screec will be installed
in the region downstream of the injection-line Strip-
per magnet before the injection point. At t.hlspoint,
the beam is a neutral hydrogen atom beam. Rea4-out of
the phosphor scrsen is by a television camera, and
thus no read-out ‘.o the control system is planned.
The screen will be inserted by conanandfrom the con-
trol system, however.

Energy Measurement

The energy accept{,lcerange of the PSR, Ap/p,
is less than about 0.1%, requiring stabilization of
the energy of the beam from LANPF. At 800 MeV, the
protons and H- ions are not fully relativistic,
traveling at about 0.8 c; thus, a time-of-flight
measurement can be used to determine the energy. This
requires two pickups with a time measurement made as a
bunch traverses between them. A flight path between
the pickups of aLout 100 m is needed, assuming a
100-ps time resolution. Quite standjrd consnercial
CAMAC un?ts are able to achieve this; +herefore, the
energy measurement in this case wu~ld be a simple
input channel on the diagnostics 1ss. Another
approach being studied +s to partially str~p the beam
with a laser. The st”ipped electrons h~,e an energy
of about 0.5 MeV and c~n be deflected out of the beam
and energy analyzed with an electrostatic analyzer.
This approach is somewhat more complex but it does not
rely on the bunch structure of the beam.

The last approach fcr measuring the energy is to
use the injection line and/or the storage ring as a
magnetic spectrometer. In this case, existing be.?m-
position-monitordetectors p;ovide the read-out,

The present beam from LAMPF has no stringent
requirement on ~bsoluteenergy. On the short term, it
has been obs ted to vary by 0,5 Me{ from Its nom~nal
800 MeV. This variatioc is within the acceptance of
the PSR, but closer control is desirable, Long-term
variations of up to 10 MeV have been seen, and clearly
these are outside the acceptable ltmits. One solution
to reduce the fluctuations IS by controlling the phase
of the last rf tank of LAMPF. This would he a feed-
back loop from the mergy measurement through the
diagnost~cs 1SS.

Quadrupole Moment o~tect,or

Tile quadruple moment detector uses the same
design of pickup as the beam-position-mon{torsystem,
but processes the signal in a different way to gener-
ate the X- and Y-widths of the beam, which then yive
the quadruple mmr,ent. The pickup wtll be placed in
a straight section of the ring rather than inside the
quadruples as are the position-mnitor p~ckups in the
ring. The output vo!tage of the ptckups will be read
by a gated AOC attached to the CAMAC system of the
diarymtics 1SS. The result is a single-valued chan-
nel migrnted to the VAX in the normal way.

Frequency Monitor

The frequency monitor in the ring consists of a
simple pickup inside the pipe with a fast spectrum
analyzer to analyze the signal detected. As the spec-
trum changes with tinx?,a real-’ime spectrum analyzer
is required. The signal can be observed simply with
the CRT of the analyzer, but the syst.enlis much more
versatile if the frequency spectrum is read into the
control system. This will allow reading the spectrum
as a function sf time as well as further processing of
the i.nfcrmatinn. As with the beam-position-monitor
system, such at instrumentwill be connected directly
to the VAX.

Satellite Detector———

The chopper’s function is to prepare the time
structure of the H- beam to be accelerated by the
linac so that it suits the particular operating mode
of the WNR/PSR facility. Satellites are defined as
bunches or parts of builchesappearing before or after
the desired bunt?. They could isriseif the chopper
does not deflect the beam sufficiently or if it is
incorrectly phased. Thus, a satellite detection sys-
tem is essential to adjust the chopper. The satellite
detector consists of a foil that can be inserted into
the beam in the transport line between the end of
LAMPF ‘nd the storage ring. The flash of y-rays is
recorded with a fast detector as a funct!on of time to
obtain the time structure of the injected beam with
respect LO the chopper frequency. A time-to-digital
converter in the 1SS CAMAC will be used to store the
information in the control system.

Ring Profile Monitor

For a ring profile monitor, two ideds we cur-
rently being discussed, but so far no actual design
or construction has been started.

One idea is to have a gas curta?n ac!zss the
beam. The interaction of the protons with the gas
will produce electrons in proportion to the proton
density. These :lectrons th.sm can be imaged, using
suitable electrostatic O* magnetic lenses, into a two-
dimensional detector. The distortion of the image due
to the pouf~ial well of the proton beam means that
further processing is necessary to reconstruct the
true profile.

The second idea is to pass a wire rapidly through
the beam, collactin the current on the fly.

!Both of these deas need considerable development
and they are unlikely to be available for some the.

Current Monitors

These will be ferrite torolds with the beam act-
in as the primary winding. The secondary winding
!wi 1 have about 100 turns, the output of which is then

amplified dnd passed through a voltage-to-frequency
converter. A gated scaler as part of the diagnostics
1SS will then tiasure the beam charge for the gate
period. The injection line current monitors WI1l be
an existing LAMPF design. The ring monito,’cannot be
highly inductive and so a wall current mc,nitorwill
need to be developed. For the extraction line, the
behevior of the LPMPF monitor needs t.obe investigated
for peak currents ot’up to46 A.

Conclusion

The baste design philosophy for the PSR control
system has bm presented, together with those aspects
spectfic to the diagnostics of the PSR. Each of ~he

I



diagnostics currently being considered or implemented
has been briefly described, together with the planned
implementationof the interface to the control system
where appropriate. The development of the diagnostics
for the PSR is limited by resources but is driven by
the need to understand the operation of the machine in
order to reach full design cur~ent. First beam for
the PSR is scheduled for April 1, 1985 with a tune-up
period of about 18 months to full current.
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